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Abstract

Introducing functional molecules to the surface of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs) is of critical importance. Most previously reported methods were focused on surface ligand attachment either by physisorption or covalent conjugation, resulting in limited ligand loading capacity. In this work, we report the seeded growth of a nucleotide coordinated polymer shell, which can be considered as a special form of adsorption by forming a complete shell. Among all the tested metal ions, Fe$^{3+}$ is the most efficient for this seeded growth. A diverse range of guest molecules including small organic dyes, proteins, DNA, and gold NPs can be encapsulated in the shell. All these molecules were loaded at a much higher capacity compared to that on the naked iron oxide NP core, confirming the advantage of the coordination polymer (CP) shell. In addition, the CP shell provides better guest protein stability compared to simple physisorption, while retaining guest activity as confirmed by the entrapped glucose oxidase assay. The use of this system as a peroxidase nanozyme and as a glucose biosensor was demonstrated, detecting glucose down to 1.4 µM with excellent stability. Together, this work describes a new way of functionalizing inorganic materials with a biocompatible shell.
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Introduction

Hybrid nanomaterials with a magnetic core are highly important for biosensor development, catalysis, drug delivery, and separation.\textsuperscript{1-5} Among the various magnetic materials, iron oxide (e.g. Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}) is particularly attractive due to its biocompatibility, cost-effectiveness, and strong magnetism.\textsuperscript{6-11} A few methods are available to form hybrid materials with iron oxide. First, since direct chemical conjugation on iron oxide in water is difficult, the particles are often coated with a layer of hydrophobic ligand followed by ligand exchange, making it a technically demanding process.\textsuperscript{10, 12-14} Second, biomolecules can be physisorbed on the particle surface, but the stability of the complex is low.\textsuperscript{15} Third, magnetic particles can be wrapped by other materials such as silica,\textsuperscript{16} carbon,\textsuperscript{17} gold,\textsuperscript{18} and dextran,\textsuperscript{19} or grown on substrates such as graphene oxide.\textsuperscript{20} Then biomolecules can be linked to the shell or substrate. However, none of the above methods are general for incorporating different types of molecules/materials at a high capacity to the particle surface, and these methods require multiple steps of operation.

Coordination polymers (CPs) are functional organic-inorganic hybrid materials formed by metal ions and bridging organic ligands.\textsuperscript{21-22} CPs have versatile applications due to their mild polymerization conditions, porosity, and high guest entrapment efficiency. Many biomolecules have multiple metal binding sites and CPs constructed with these ligands have good biocompatibility.\textsuperscript{23} Various biomolecules, such as nucleotides,\textsuperscript{24-25} amino acids,\textsuperscript{26-27} peptides,\textsuperscript{28-29} and protein\textsuperscript{30-32} have been used to construct CPs. Nucleotides have excellent metal coordination properties for both soft metals (e.g. binding to the nucleobases) and hard metals (e.g. binding to the phosphate and nucleobases).\textsuperscript{33} Nucleotide coordinated materials
were already used in preparing metal-organic frameworks, NPs, and hydrogels. We and others demonstrated that CPs are capable of adsorbing and entrapping a broad range of molecules.

Given the encapsulation ability of CPs, an interesting question is whether CPs can grow on iron oxide NP seeds and incorporate guest molecules at the same time. If so, a convenient, efficient, and high capacity method might be derived for introducing various materials and molecules upon the magnetic core. Herein, we aim to test this hypothesis using nucleotides for metal coordination.

**Materials and Methods**

**Chemicals.** Adenine, adenosine, adenosine 5′-monophosphate disodium salt (AMP), adenosine 5′-triphosphate disodium salt hydrate (ATP), guanosine 5′-monophosphate disodium salt hydrate (GMP), cytidine 5′-monophosphate disodium salt (CMP), thymidine 5′-monophosphate disodium salt (TMP), fluorescein, rhodamine B, rhodamine 6G, albumin-fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate (F-BSA), ferric chloride, copper dichloride, zinc chloride, aluminum chloride, calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, nickel dichloride, cobalt dichloride, sodium chloride, glucose oxidase (GOx) from *Aspergillus*, 2, 2'-azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS), 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), Fe₃O₄ NPs, glucose, fructose, galactose, and sucrose were from Sigma-Aldrich. 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) was from Mandel Scientific (Guelph, ON). Milli-Q water was used to prepare all the buffers and solution.
Preparation of CPs. In a typical experiment, the nucleotide/Fe$^{3+}$ complexes were prepared by mixing 100 μL FeCl$_3$ (50 mM), 200 μL nucleotides (25 mM) and 700 μL HEPES buffer (50 mM, pH 7.6). The samples were centrifuged at 6,000 rpm for 5 min and washed with Milli-Q water to remove remaining chemicals. Different concentrations and pH of HEPES buffer were used to study the coordination of Fe$^{3+}$ and AMP.

DLS and TEM. The coordination complexes (2 mg/mL) were re-dispersed into a HEPES buffer (10 mM, pH 7.6) by vortex mixing for DLS measurement (Zetasizer Nano 90, Malvern) at 25 °C. ζ-potential was measured using the dip-cell set-up. TEM was formed on a Philips CM10 transmission electron microscope at 100 kV. The sample was prepared by pipetting a drop of the aqueous dispersion of the coordination complexes onto a 230 mesh holy carbon copper grid and the sample was dried on a filter paper.

Seeded growth on Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. The Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs and Fe/AMP complexes were prepared by mixing 200 μL AMP (25 mM), 200 μL Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs (1 mg/mL), 500 μL HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH 8.0), and 100 μL FeCl$_3$ (50 mM). The samples were attracted by the external magnet and washed with Milli-Q water to remove remaining chemicals. The obtained precipitants were used for TEM experiment. Other metal salts, such as CuCl$_2$, ZnCl$_2$, AlCl$_3$, CaCl$_2$, MgCl$_2$, NiCl$_2$, and CoCl$_2$, were also individually tested by the same method.

Encapsulation of guest molecules. In a typical experiment, 200 μL AMP (25 mM), 200 μL Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs (1 mg/mL), and 2 μL dye (5 mM) (or 10 μL F-BSA, 5 mg/mL; 2 μL DNA, 100 μM; or 100 μL of 13 nm AuNPs, 10 nM) were mixed in 500 μL HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH 8.0). Then 100 μL FeCl$_3$ (50 mM) was added. The products were separated using a magnet and the guest in the supernatant was quantified using fluorescence or UV-vis spectrometry.
**Peroxidase assays.** Freshly prepared Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe/AMP NPs were re-dispersed into 1 mL Milli-Q water to a final concentration of 2.2 mg/mL. For the ABTS assay, 5 μL of the Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe/AMP suspension, 20 μL H$_2$O$_2$ (100 mM), and 5 μL ABTS (10 mM) were added into 165 μL acetate buffer (pH 4). For the TMB assay, 10 μL TMB (10 mM) was added. The absorbance for ABTS or TMB was immediately recorded at 415 nm or 652 nm, respectively. The same amounts of Fe/AMP CPs and Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs were studied under the same condition.

**Immobilization of GOx.** Different concentrations of GOx solutions were prepared by diluting a GOx stock (5 mg/mL) using HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH 8.0). Then, immobilization of GOx was performed by a quick mixing 500 μL of GOx solution (containing 50, 100, 150, 200, or 250 μg GOx), 200 μL AMP (25 mM), 200 μL Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs (1 mg/mL) and 100 μL FeCl$_3$ (50 mM). After 1 h, the immobilized enzymes were collected by a magnet. The obtained GOx&Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe/AMP complexes were re-dispersed in 1 mL Milli-Q water for further experiments.

**Enzyme cascade reaction and glucose detection.** In a typical assay, 20 μL of glucose (100 mM) solution and 10 μL ABTS (10 mM) were added into 160 μL acetate buffer (pH 4), and then mixed with 10 μL GOx&Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe/AMP complex (containing 0.9 μg GOx). The absorbance was immediately recorded at 415 nm. For glucose detection, different concentrations of glucose were added into 180 μL acetate buffer (pH 4) containing 10 μL the suspension of the GOx&Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe/AMP complexes and 10 μL ABTS (10 mM). After 1 h incubation at room temperature, the solution was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min. The absorbance of the supernatant at 415 nm was measured. In all the experiments, the error bars were calculated based on the standard deviation from three independent measurements.
Results and Discussion

**CPs formed by Fe\(^{3+}\) and nucleotides.** Various nucleobases, nucleosides, and nucleotides can coordinate with metal ions. For example, trivalent lanthanide ions react with nucleotides to form NPs. Adenosine and Au\(^{3+}\) form luminescent NPs after citrate reduction and UV light exposure, while non-fluorescent materials were obtained by mixing adenine and Au\(^{3+}\). We recently found that Zn\(^{2+}\) coordinates with adenosine monophosphate (AMP) to form hydrogels. In this work, since we are interested in coating iron oxide NPs, the most appropriate metal is iron. Since Fe\(^{2+}\) is easy oxidized in air, we tested Fe\(^{3+}\) first.

When FeCl\(_3\) and AMP were mixed in 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4), no visible precipitation was observed, which is consistent with our previous report. Interestingly, precipitation occurred by increasing the HEPES concentration (Figure 1A). With 35 mM HEPES, yellow precipitants formed in a few minutes after adding FeCl\(_3\). To quantify the yield, all the samples were centrifuged and weighed (Figure 1B, red triangles). The AMP remained in the supernatant was also measured using UV-vis spectroscopy to confirm that the precipitant contained AMP instead of simple iron hydroxide (Figure 1B, black squares). Below 25 mM HEPES, the yield was very low. Further increase of HEPES concentration increased the yield. Nearly all the added AMP was reacted with Fe\(^{3+}\) giving the highest yield with 35 mM HEPES buffer. We also tested MOPS buffer and similar precipitants were formed. Thus, the role of HEPES is likely to be a simple buffer. Other common buffers such as phosphate and citrate cannot be used since they strongly chelate metal ions.

Fe\(^{3+}\) is easily hydrolyzed and this hydrolysis reaction can lower the solution pH. With a
final of 5 mM FeCl$_3$, a low concentration of HEPES might not achieve the intended pH. We measured the pH of these solutions and marked them in Figure 1A. Indeed, it took 35 mM HEPES to approach the intended pH 7.4. Next, we further studied the reaction between Fe$^{3+}$ with AMP at different pH’s (Figure S1, Supporting Information), and a similar trend was observed. This experiment indicates the coordination of Fe$^{3+}$ by AMP is inhibited at low pH, suggesting that the N1 position of adenine ($pK_a = 3.5$) is involved in Fe$^{3+}$ coordination since it is the only position that can be protonated. By fixing the pH at 6.3, we varied the ionic strength, and the yield was higher with higher NaCl concentrations (Figure S2).

To further understand CP formation, we also tested the phosphate and ribose parts of the nucleotide by reacting Fe$^{3+}$ with adenine and its derivatives in 35 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4). After centrifugation, no precipitant formed with ATP, while only a small amount of brown precipitant formed with adenine or adenosine (Figure 1C). Therefore, it is important to have just one phosphate linked to the nucleotide. ATP probably carries too many negative charges to prevent CP aggregation.$^{41}$

Next, we tested other nucleotides (GMP, CMP, and TMP), and all formed precipitants with Fe$^{3+}$ (Figure 1D), while the yield was the lowest with TMP. Dynamic light scattering indicated most of these CPs were in the range of 350–650 nm (Figure S3). Since these samples are poly-dispersed, the DLS data may not reflect the true size distribution. Thus we further performed TEM analysis. The chemical structures of all the tested nucleoside monophosphates are shown in Figure S4 and the TEM micrographs of their Fe$^{3+}$ CPs are in Figure S5, where chain-like aggregated structures are observed. In the pH 7.6 HEPES buffer, the $\zeta$-potential of all these CPs are around -30 mV (Table S1), which may explain that NaCl
can increase the CP yield by charge screening. The contents of iron and phosphorus in the formed Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs were analyzed by ICP, which indicates a 1:1 ratio of these two in the final complex based on the iron and phosphorus contents (Table S3). Overall, AMP appears to be an optimal ligand for Fe$^{3+}$ coordination, and their reaction scheme is shown in Figure 1E.

**Figure 1.** (A) A photograph of Fe$^{3+}$ reacting with AMP in different concentrations of pH 7.4 HEPES buffer. The actual pH values are also marked. (B) The CP precipitant weight and the AMP percentage remained in the supernatant after Fe$^{3+}$ reacted with AMP and centrifugation for the samples in (A). A photograph of (C) Fe$^{3+}$ reacting with phosphate, adenine, adenosine, AMP and ATP; and (D) Fe$^{3+}$ reacting with AMP, GMP, CMP and TMP in 25 mM HEPES
buffer (pH 8.0). (E) A scheme of Fe$^{3+}$ reacting with AMP forming CPs.

**Magnetic Fe$_3$O$_4$ NP seeded CP growth.** While Fe$^{3+}$ forms CPs with AMP, this CP itself is not magnetic. To introduce magnetic property, we next tested whether it is possible to grow a CP layer around Fe$_3$O$_4$ NP seeds (Figure 2A). AMP and Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs were first mixed to form an AMP coating and facilitate the seeded growth. After addition of FeCl$_3$, brown precipitants immediately formed. The resulting materials were well dispersed (Figure 2B, the third tube). When exposed to an external magnetic field, the brown CPs were quickly attracted by the magnet and the supernatant became clear (Figure 2B, the last tube), indicating that the CPs were associated with the Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. The initial stage of interaction is likely to be physisorption and coordination interactions. Once a complete CP shell is formed, the Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs became encapsulated by the shell.

To further confirm the seeded growth of Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, we characterized the products by TEM. Compared with the TEM image of naked Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs (Figure 2C), a thin shell of Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CP was observed with a typical shell thickness of ~10 nm (Figure 2D). For comparison, the TEM of the Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CP is also shown (Figure 2F), and it has a lighter electron density similar to the shell in Figure 2D, further confirming the shell composition. We named this core/shell materials Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP.

In HEPES buffer (pH 7.6), the $\zeta$-potential of the Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs is -24.0 mV, and that of Fe$^{3+}$/AMP is -33.3 mV, which is similar to the $\zeta$-potential of Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP (-32.0 mV). This also supports the coating of the iron oxide NPs with the Fe$^{3+}$/AMP shell.
Figure 2. (A) A schematic illustration of seeded growth of Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs around Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. (B) Photographs showing the samples of Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs, Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, and Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP (left: without a magnet; right: after a magnet treatment). TEM images of (C) Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs, (D) Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP, and (F) Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs. (E) Photographs showing the samples of other metal ions reacted with AMP in the presence of Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs after the magnet attraction.

Next we tested a few other divalent and trivalent metal ions for coating the Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. Among the tested metals, most could not form CPs or encapsulate Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs (Figure 2E). For example, Al$^{3+}$ formed CPs with AMP, but it failed to entrap Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. Cu$^{2+}$ did not form
a stable complex, and a fraction of Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs escaped from the networks after an exposure to the magnet (Figure S6). Although Zn$^{2+}$/AMP also efficiently encapsulated Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs, this material cannot be attracted by the magnet. It is likely that Zn$^{2+}$/AMP is a nanogel (instead of nanoparticles) and it retains a lot of water; the magnetic field is insufficient to drag such a heavy hydrogel shell. Therefore, Fe$^{3+}$ and AMP are an optimal combination that forms a stable shell.

Encapsulation of dyes. Encouraged by the successful seeded growth, we next tested the encapsulation property of Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP and its generality to entrap a broad range of materials all containing the magnetic core. A schematic illustrating the encapsulation of guest molecules is shown in Figure 3A.

We first studied the encapsulation of small molecules. Two common fluorescent dyes (fluorescein and rhodamine B) were employed to represent small molecule guests. Each guest molecule, AMP, and Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs were mixed with FeCl$_3$. The samples were then exposed to the magnet, and the fluorescein almost completely disappeared in the supernatant, while rhodamine B was adsorbed by ~50% (Figure 3B). In both cases, the CP shell has drastically improved the adsorption capacity compared to the naked Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. It is interesting to note that while fluorescein is negatively charged and the CP complex is also negatively charged, it still has higher adsorption compared to the charged neutral rhodamine B. Therefore, electrostatic interaction did not appear to play a major role here. Fluorescein might involve in coordination with positive Fe$^{3+}$ ions using its carboxyl groups.

Encapsulation of protein and DNA. The binding capacity of Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP to proteins was next studied using fluorescein-labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA, pI=4.7). As shown
in Figure 3C, Fe₃O₄@Fe³⁺/AMP entrapped the BSA with over 90% efficiency, and it was easily separated by the magnet. For comparison, the Fe₃O₄ core adsorbed only ~10% of the added BSA. The CP shell material alone should be able to encapsulate BSA, and we previously demonstrated protein encapsulation using Zn²⁺/AMP. It is likely that the CP grows around each protein to achieve encapsulation.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** (A) A scheme showing guest encapsulation during the seeded growth of Fe³⁺/AMP CP around a magnetic Fe₃O₄ NP. Encapsulation ratio of (B) fluorescein and rhodamine B, (C) fluorescein-BSA, and (D) FAM-labeled DNA by Fe₃O₄ NPs and by the NP with the Fe³⁺/AMP CP shell. Insets: photographs of samples. (E) UV-vis spectra of the supernatant of AuNPs in HEPES buffer, after Fe₃O₄ adsorption and after Fe₃O₄@Fe³⁺/AMP encapsulation (Inset: photographs of the samples). (F) TEM images of the AuNPs entrapped by Fe₃O₄@Fe³⁺/AMP (red arrows pointed some encapsulated AuNPs).
The encapsulation of DNA was next tested. To ensure generality, a few different sequences of FAM-labeled DNAs were used as the guest molecules (see Table S4 for the sequences). After encapsulation, the fluorescence was almost fully quenched likely due to the paramagnetic iron, similar to the FITC-BSA sample (Figure 3D). All the samples showed a high loading efficiency of over 90%.

**Encapsulation of NPs.** The above successes in trapping various molecules prompted us to further investigate the encapsulation of inorganic NPs. For this purpose, gold NPs (AuNPs) were employed. Citrate-capped 13 nm AuNPs were mixed with AMP and Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. After adding FeCl$_3$, brown precipitation formed. After using a magnet, all the red color from AuNPs was concentrated near the magnet, suggesting successful encapsulation (inset of Figure 3E). For comparison, the same amount of AuNPs was not adsorbed by the bare Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. The encapsulated AuNPs was quantified by measuring the supernatant UV-vis spectra in each sample (Figure 3E). To understand whether the encapsulated AuNPs remained dispersed, TEM was used (Figure 3F). The AuNPs were indeed dispersed and they appear to associate with the lighter electron density CPs covering the Fe$_3$O$_4$ NPs. Therefore, NPs can also be encapsulated in the CP layer. Note that the thickness of the CP layer was only around 10 nm, and thus some of the 13 nm AuNPs were located on the edge of the layer. Smaller NPs might be better encapsulated in the interior of the layer.

Furthermore, we also tested the seeded growth of the CP layer on other nanoparticles, such as silica nanoparticles, carboxyl latex beads, amidine latex beads and AuNPs (Figure S7). It can be seen that Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs could coat on all of these nanomaterials. Thus, this seeded growth method of coating CP layers on nanomaterials might be a general method
beyond iron oxide.

The above studies indicate that this CP shell can incorporate many types of guests including small molecules, proteins, DNA, and AuNPs upon the magnetic core. All these were loaded at a much higher capacity compared to the simple adsorption by the naked NP core. This is attributed to the 3D nature of the shell and the guest molecules were entrapped not on the surface, but inside the whole shell.

Enhanced peroxidase nanozymes. After understanding the preparation of the CP-capped magnetic NPs and its ability to encapsulate guests, we next studied the functional aspect of this new material. Iron containing compounds such as Fe coordinated with tetra-amidomacrocyclic, and iron oxide NPs have peroxidase mimicking activity. We suspect that the porous CP may also be an excellent peroxidase mimicking nanozyme. We first compared the peroxidase activity of free Fe₃O₄, the Fe³⁺/AMP CP, and the Fe₃O₄@Fe³⁺/AMP using 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS) as the chromogenic in the presence of H₂O₂ (Figure 4A). While free Fe₃O₄ had a moderate activity consistent with the literature report, its activity was quite low. The color change was modest after 10 min, and it took more than 60 min to reach color saturation (Figure S8). The Fe³⁺/AMP CP has a 3-fold higher activity compared to the free Fe₃O₄ at 10 min, and the activity of Fe₃O₄@Fe³⁺/AMP was the highest. We attribute this to the Fe₃O₄ core helping disperse the CP as a thin layer, thus increasing the surface area for reaction.

To understand the generality of this method, we also tested TMB as the substrate. In this case, no color change was observed with the free Fe₃O₄ NPs (Figure 4C), while a fast color change occurred with Fe³⁺/AMP, and the catalytic activity maintained for Fe₃O₄@Fe³⁺/AMP.
Different from the negatively charged ABTS, TMB is positively charged, and thus is repelled by the positively charged Fe$_3$O$_4$ at pH 4 (the experimental condition). This explains the lack of color change for TMB. Coating the CP layer allowed the reaction of both cationic and anionic substrates and thus it has broadened the application range of this nanozyme.

Next, we tested the catalytic efficiency of Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs in buffers with different pH values (Figure 4D). The highest catalytic efficiency of Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs was obtained at pH 4, consistent with the literature report.

**Figure 4.** (A) A scheme of oxidation of ABTS in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ by the peroxidase-like activity of the Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CP, Fe$_3$O$_4$ NP, and the Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP NPs. Oxidization kinetics of (B) ABTS and (C) TMB by H$_2$O$_2$ in the presence of Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, or Fe$_3$O$_4$. (D) Oxidization kinetics of ABTS by H$_2$O$_2$ with Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs at different pH values.
An enzyme cascade for glucose detection. Now that we know this core/shell structure has a general and high peroxidase mimicking activity, and it can readily encapsulate proteins, we further explored its analytical applications. Glucose oxidase (GOx, pI=4.2) converts glucose to gluconic acid and produces H$_2$O$_2$ as a by-product, which is a co-substrate for the Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP nanozyme to oxidize ABTS. Therefore, encapsulating GOx into the CP layer may establish an enzyme cascade system such that the in-situ generated H$_2$O$_2$ can be efficiently used by the surrounding nanozyme (Figure 5A). At the same time, the CP shell may also protect GOx. To test this, we first evaluated the encapsulation efficiency of GOx by Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP. Different concentrations of GOx (from 50 to 250 μg/mL) were used. The formed products were separated by a magnet, and the amounts of incorporated GOx by Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP were calculated by the absorption intensities of the supernatant solutions using the Bradford assay (Figure S9). The encapsulation ratio was ~90 % in this whole GOx range we tested. Therefore, in addition to the previously tested BSA, this system can also encapsulate GOx.

The catalytic activity of the entrapped GOx in the Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP nanozyme was evaluated and compared with free GOx mixed with Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP. The catalytic activity of GOx in the Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP complex was the highest (Figure 5B, red trace), consistent with the enzyme cascade reaction mechanism. In this system, H$_2$O$_2$ produced from the oxidation of glucose could rapidly reach the nearby peroxidase nanozyme and converts the ABTS substrate. In comparison, a simple mixing of these two resulted in a slightly slower kinetics (blue trace), while mixing GOx with Fe$_3$O$_4$ NP had the lowest rate (green trace).
Figure 5. (A) A scheme of constructing an enzyme cascade system for glucose detection based on the color from ABTS oxidation. (B) Oxidation kinetics of ABTS by GOx&Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, free GOx with Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, free GOx with Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs, or free GOx with Fe$_3$O$_4$ at the same amount. (C) Detection of glucose between 0 and 100 μM. (D) Determination of the selectivity of the GOx&Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs (10 mM fructose, galactose, sucrose, glucose, or NaCl, or 1 mg/mL of BSA). (E) Relative activity of GOx&Fe$_3$O$_4$@Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CPs after reusing for 10 cycles.

Next, different concentrations of glucose were used to measure the sensitivity of the
sensor. Figure 5C illustrates a good linearity between the absorbance and the concentration of glucose in the range of 0-100 μM ($R^2=0.993$). The limit of detection (LOD) was calculated to be 1.4 μM glucose based on the signal higher than three times of background variation. The selectivity for glucose was confirmed by monitoring the absorbance at 415 nm in the presence of various competing compounds (Figure 5D). With a magnetic core, this sensor can be readily regenerated after magnetic separation and washing. The relative activity of this sensor retained more than 90% after 10 washing cycles (Figure 5E). Finally, we tested the glucose content in extracted watermelon juice by this sensor, and the results were consistent with that by HPLC measurement (Table S6, Figure S10).

Conclusions

In summary, we succeeded in growing a CP shell made of AMP and Fe$^{3+}$ on magnetic Fe$_3$O$_4$ NP seeds. A typical shell thickness is ~10 nm and the shell can encapsulate a diverse range of guest molecules, including small molecule fluorophores, proteins, nucleic acids, and NPs. All these guests achieved a much higher loading capacity compared to that on the naked iron oxide NPs. The Fe$^{3+}$/AMP CP shell has significantly enhanced the peroxidase nanozyme activity of the Fe$_3$O$_4$ core. With entrapped GOx, an enzyme cascade reaction was realized allowing the detection of glucose down to 1.4 μM with excellent selectivity and enzyme stability over repeated washing cycles. This work has provided an alternative method to functionalize magnetic NPs, and this new hybrid material will find applications in biosensor development, imaging, and drug delivery. This method of coating CP layers on nanomaterials might be a general method for many other materials.
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